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Successful Spring Fair held in the Park on Saturday 18 May
Although the day was dull it didn't actually rain for our Spring Fair and we had a wide variety of stalls. As well as our own
plant stall, cake stall, tombola, etc. we were joined by Sandwell Model Boat Club, Sandnats, the Crime Prevention Bus,
the Community Police, Tipton Arts, and a local Beavers group, to name just a few. Our honorary member, 'Blind Dave'
and his family also had a stall. Dave is in training for another challenge that will see him back on his tandem

Event to officially unveil the restored Mayoral Robe of Alderman Reuben Farley to take place
in the Park’s Pavilion on Saturday 3 August in ‘Love Parks Week’
On Saturday 3 August in ‘Love Parks Week’ the Friends will be holding an event in the ‘Blind
Dave’ Heeley Events Room to celebrate the restoration of the Mayoral Robe given to Alderman
Reuben Farley by the Officers of the Corporation when he became the first Mayor of West
Bromwich in 1882. The newly restored robe will be unveiled by the Mayor of Sandwell, Cllr
Linda Horton.
It is very appropriate to honour the memory of Alderman Reuben Farley in Dartmouth Park as
he wrote to the Earl of Dartmouth in 1876: “The want of a Public Park at West Bromwich has
long been felt, and would indeed be a great boon to the hardy sons of toil whose lot in life it is
to dwell here.” Although the Earl was on holiday in Germany he wrote back to Alderman
Farley: “...nothing will give me greater pleasure than to find that I can act upon the request
which you have conveyed to me….” Dartmouth Park was opened by the Earl of Dartmouth and
Alderman Farley in 1878 in front of a crowd of 40,000. For 135 years the Park has been loved
by the people of West Bromwich and is now, like the robe, being restored to its former glory.
Do visit our exhibition in the pavilion from 2pm until 4pm. On show will be the robe and regalia
of what used to be West Bromwich Corporation, together with displays about Reuben Farley
and the early days of Dartmouth Park.
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Alfie Smith Memorial Concert—Friday 21 June 2013 between 7-9pm at The Public
A Bostin’ Mon - 'Bir on This, That an T’utha'
This is an opportunity to pay tribute to Alfie with a special concert in memory of our very own
Black Country legend, poet and entertainer.
Guests include: Keith Whitehouse - Compere and poet, Sue Hulse - Storyteller, Billy and Lozz - Original Black
Country Folk Artists, Brendan Hawthorne - Poet and songwriter, The Ukulele Band - A Real Treat.
Free Admission | To reserve your tickets call 0121 533 7161
Donations on the night will be taken for Parkinson's UK

Chris Smith returns to Dartmouth Park to view the pavilion his company helped to build
At the time of the Pavilion’s construction I was the senior partner in D&S Oakworks, a
very small family business of which I was the “S”. We were very fortunate that
Sandwell Council directed the main contractors to use local labour as far as possible.
As D&S were located in Rowley Regis we were probably the only oak framing
company in Sandwell so once we proved we were capable we got the job.
I was born in Hartland Road on the Charlemont Farm Estate fifty six years ago and
spent many happy childhood hours in Dartmouth Park. I was therefore more than
happy to be involved in the Pavilion’s construction. As I now live in Dudley it had been
quite some time since I had visited the Park and it was a big trip down memory lane
the first time we had a meeting on what, at the time, was a building site in a sea of
Chris standing outside the pavilion
greenery.
Although we bid for all of the oak construction work, in the end D&S was contracted to supply the external cladding and
also for building all of the gates and screens. It was still a lot of work for such a small business and was not all plain
sailing. I designed and arranged for the manufacture of the huge hinges that the gates hang off. As the largest of the
gates weighed half a tonne, these had to be made bespoke because no hinges up to the job were commercially
available.
Although visiting the site many times during its construction I had never got round to visiting since completion. I wanted
to see how the oak had weathered and how much the gate frames were moving as they dried out. On Saturday 18 May,
I visited the Pavilion, accompanied by my wife Amanda. It was the first time that I had returned since its completion and
the first time my wife had ever been to the Park.
My first impression was that it was a big slab of grey, not the silvery weathered oak I had expected to see. However,
internally, even though I had nothing to do with the main frameworks, I have to say I loved it. Everything I like about oak
framing was there. The gates I personally made are in good condition and look set to last for many decades. If oak is
going to dry out and move it will probably show any problems in the first year or so. After that it goes hard like concrete
and then just lasts and lasts. “My” hinges looked great, the doors and screens looked fine and being in amongst the
labyrinth of timber, as I wound around the walkways, was a pleasure. Not so sure about the artistic use of the oak
blocks for outdoor seating, we also supplied, which was the architects’ idea.
I look forward to visiting the Park when the restoration is completed to take another look at the contribution my small
family business has made to this beautiful historic Park. Chris Smith

Pay a visit to Sots Hole to see the beautiful display of English Bluebells
We’re lucky in Sandwell
Valley to have a beautiful
display of English Bluebells.
An English Bluebell can be
distinguished by the way
the flowers hang on one
side of the stem causing
the stem to curve.
Sots Hole is a small
f ra gm en t
of
a nc i e n t
woodland off Dagger Lane/
Church Vale, which you
can’t miss because it has a
wonderful Bluebell statue
close to the entrance.
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Friend’s member, Mike Sewell, finds a photograph taken in Dartmouth Park

Mike in his mother’s arms in Dartmouth Park with three unknown gentlemen

Mike with Margaret

Margaret and Mike today

Mike, a member of the Friends’ group and also one of the groups’ volunteer gardeners, was sorting through some old
photographs when he came upon the photograph above taken in Dartmouth Park of him winning a ‘Beautiful Baby
Competition’. Mike hopes someone might be able to identify the gentlemen who appear to be handing over the prize.
Do any of our members remember the Park holding this event?
West Bromwich is very much like a village where we all seems to know each other, but Mike was surprised when he
joined the Friends’ Group to meet up with Committee Member, Margaret Geddes. As children they knew each other
very well, because Margaret would look after Mike when she visited her grandparents. No one could fail to recognise
Margaret in the photograph with Mike, as she still has the same lovely smile.

Restoration Update
Work on the paths is progressing well, with 90% of the
southern section now complete. We apologise for the
inconvenience of the Dagger Lane Gates being closed, but
this has been necessary to create the new paths in this
area. There is a lot of activity taking place on the lower
and upper pools. Sandwell Model Boat Club can’t wait to
get back to their old stamping ground and I bet the ducks,
swans and geese will be happy to see work completed.
There is to be a Toddlers Play Area close to the Pavilion
which should start taking shape in June and there are
proposals for a canopy around the Pavilion walkway. The
Project Manager is trying to progress the Water Play Area
and work should be starting soon.
Flower beds are currently being marked out on the Main
Drive. These will not be the final design for what will
eventually be a stunning entrance to the Park, they will be
a temporary measure to ensure some colour during the
summer.

The Sensory Garden is looking lovely thanks to the garden volunteers
and the musical instruments recently installed have been a great success
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The First Paddling Pool by Mark Barrett
We have recently obtained this postcard, showing a crowd of children (and a few adults), enjoying themselves in the first
paddling pool in the Park. Below the card is a contemporary newspaper report from the opening of the Pool on July 17th
1928. The postcard is postmarked just a few weeks later in September of the same year.

